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Ask the panel a question 
through the “Q&A” feature
Moderator will present questions 
to the panel

All participants will be muted through the webinar



A global community of stakeholders interested in the development, advancement 
and application of drones for use in health systems.



UAV for Payload Delivery Working Group | UPDWG.org

Moving past test flights – accelerating a drone enabled COVID-19 response
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Q: Do you have any suggestions for drone manufacturing startups on hardware production 
(including supply chain, sourcing, mgmt.)? More specifically, if you were given the choices 
among the factors of 1) cost, 2) quality, 3) functionality, 4) flexibility in design, 5) fast delivery 
window, which ones would you suggest drone manufacturing startup to prioritize in hardware 
production to better grow or survive? – Anonomous



UPDWG resource library 

Q: Relative to the biz case, understand the challenges on the demand/customer/revenue side, 
but what detail do we have on the cost to operate side?  Is there good information on the cost 
to deliver via UAV on a per delivery basis, etc. - Chris Larson, UPS 

https://www.updwg.org/resource-library/?action=search&keywords=&type%5B%5D=journal-article&type%5B%5D=publication&topic%5B%5D=cost


Q: In the early days of drone loonshots startup drone companies did great damage by overpromising 
technology (and then disappearing with donor money!). It seems that the field knows who those 
companies are and that more credible drone companies have demonstrated capabilities and that the 
technical issues have taken a back seat. Furthermore, policy issues are slowly getting resolved.... Now 
the use case and business model are the key impediment to a "phase transition". How can donors 
stimulate progress in these spaces??? - Peter Small, Stony Brook University



Q: Which model are we funding? One approach is drone as a service looking for a customer 
e.g. Zipline for Rwanda gvt. An alternative would be for the User Case to specify a 
requirement where the means of satisfying it is open to drone delivery approaches, for 
solution proposals to be made from UAV manufacturers to logistics service providers who 
may incorporate drones. - Frederick Petrie, Aurora Aerial



Q: Zooming-out, there seem to be a gap between the typical heavily invested silicon valley 
startups (Zipline, Google’s Wing, Amazon, Mattarnet) and “int’l development” startups 
(Swoop, WingCopter,...) where market dynamic differ imperatives for both types differ very 
much... What are ways donors and global health actors could re-invent their engagement with 
high-growth ecosystems and ensure companies like Zipline that got into the Int’l development 
stay and still growth in the market? - Anonymous



Q: Given the lack of visibility and clear business model about drone development, can 
anybody in the panel lay out the milestones necessary to transition from the donors support 
to the commercial sector/investors to make this sector sustainable and accessible to 
business and eventually consumers? - Alexandre Slezarski, Bollore



Thank you!
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